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pCollege? Students Decide Draft Ends Five Years’ Work
Faculty Direction Needed United States, USSR Submit
Stop Nuclear SpreadSome faculty leadership is needed to help give the experi­mental college direction, students 
decided this week in an appraisal 
of the first classes of the project.
Two graduate students from the 
University of Iowa, John and Bar­
bara Northcutt, said that a free 
university had not been successful 
there until a faculty member re­
signed to start an experimental 
college.
The instructor advertised that 
he would be teaching three courses 
outside of the university’s curricu­
lum. The cost was $10 for each 
student.
The instructor served as a class 
leader to guide discussion. His 
program enabled the students to 
found a free university, accord­
ing to the Northcutts.
Underground 
Press is Back 
On U Campus
The underground press has 
sprung up again on the UM cam­
pus. A paper known as “Below 
the Waste” appeared last Monday 
for the first time.
The primary purpose of the 
paper is to publish what the Kai- 
min cannot because the Kaimin 
is primarily a newspaper, accord­
ing to Barclay Kuhn, political sci­
ence instructor, one of the paper’s 
founders.
The paper will be used to pub­
licize developments from the cam­
pus experimental college, to talk 
about the peace movement and 
where it’s going, and to talk about 
the “drug thing,” Mr. Kuhn said.
The first issue contained an ar­
ticle on pacifism; an essay on why 
students should resist the draft 
and income taxes; quotes from an­
swers to a Selective Service form 
for conscientious objectors, and an 
account of the last Committee for 
Intelligent Action meeting.
Submissions will be accepted 
from all sources, Mr. Kuhn said, 
but the paper has a definite left- 
wing, anti-establishment bias, so 
he advised that contributions be 
along this line.
Anyone who would like to sub­
mit an article should get in touch 
with James Parker, CIA chair­
man, or attend a CIA meeting.
UM Could Install 
Parking Meters
Parking meters could be in­
stalled in a parking lot which will 
be near the University Center 
now under construction, Chuck 
Briggs, physical plant commis­
sioner, said yesterday.
The purpose would be to keep 
the traffic in the lot moving so 
if a student wants to drop into the 
center for a coke he will be able 
to find a parking place.
Meters for other campus lots 
are out of the question for the 
near future.
Fiedler’s Trial 
Set For Monday
BUFFALO, N. Y. (AP) — The 
trial of Leslie Fiedler, former UM 
professor of English, yesterday 
was postponed until Monday.
Fiedler was on the faculty of 
the State University of New York 
at Buffalo when he was arrested 
April 28, 1967. He was charged 
with maintaining premises where 
narcotics were used.*
Among those arrested with 
Fiedler last year were his wife, 
his son, Kurt, and his wife.
Barclay Kuhn, professor of po­
litical science, said an instructor 
would be more willing to partici­
pate if students would show inter­
est in a topic.
Students may sign up for classes 
in the experimental college Mon­
day and Tuesday at a table in the 
Lodge.
Faculty members will be asked 
Wednesday if they will teach 
classes related to their fields.
Students who attended the three 
classes which met for the first time 
last week are gathering informa­
tion to begin detailed study in 
their fields.
The classes are Eastern practices 
and philosophy, student radical 
organizations and deeper personal 
relationships.
By KAREN PECK 
Montana Kaimin Reporter 
The author of a Garret story, 
which a local firm refused to print 
because of alleged obscenity, has 
withdrawn his work for personal 
reasons.
Frank Sennett, a senior in his­
tory, wrote a character sketch of 
a man caught between his feelings 
for both sexes. The man is trying 
to find himself. Jim Mohler, for­
mer Garret editor, accepted the 
story for the Garret winter issue.
When the copy for the winter 
issue was submitted to the Mis- 
soulian Printing and Lithography 
Co., Robert E. Pearson, general 
manager of the Montana Graphic 
Arts Center, refused to print Sen- 
nett’s story. He said from a com­
mercial standpoint his company 
has the right not to print any 
questionable material.
STORY SAID OBSCENE 
Mr. Pearson said the story was 
the lowest form of obscenity he 
had ever seen. He said such a story 
should not be published in an offi­
cial organ. He noted it was rejected 
by the printers. Mr. Pearson also
P.E. Department 
Needs To Expand 
With Enrollment
Some physical education courses 
may have to be eliminated or the 
present requirements changed, 
unless the department can en­
large its staff and facilities to 
meet the increase in student en­
rollment.
Charles Hertler, men's PJJ. di­
rector, said yesterday steps are 
now being taken to improve the 
overall quality of physical educa­
tion at UM. If funds become avail­
able after the present depart­
mental evaluation, the department 
will expand to meet student needs 
under the present curriculum, he 
added.
One of the first steps planned is 
to improve the quality of instruc­
tion by doing away with all un­
dergraduate instructors and re­
placing them with graduate assist­
ants or regular instructors, Mr. 
Hertler said.
If this is not possible, more ef­
ficient and more adequate super­
vision of these instructors will be 
initiated, he added.
Cloudy and Cold
The weather forecast for today 
is partly cloudy with a high be­
tween 35 and 40 degrees, and a 
low of 25 degrees.
The chance of precipitation is 
30 per cent today and 50 per cent 
tonight.
Treaty to
GENEVA (AP) — The 
United States and the Soviet 
Union jointly submitted to the 
nations of the world yesterday 
a complete draft for a treaty 
to stop the spread of nuclear 
weapons.
The draft, a milestone in 
five years of hard East-West 
bargaining, was sent to the 17- 
nation disarmament confer­
ence by its American and So­
viet co-chairman.
The men, Adrian S. Fisher of 
the United States, and Alexei A.
said in the past they have received 
questionable material from the 
Garret which they, have printed 
because “we are not critics.” How­
ever, Mr. Pearson said Sennett’s 
story went too far.
NO REGRET
When asked if he regretted los­
ing the Garret account, he said, “If 
this is what we had to do for busi­
ness, we would close down.”
Mr. Pearson also said if the story 
were printed he would resign his 
position and press charges from a 
personal standpoint.
Sennett said he wrote: the story 
for its aesthetic value and not for 
sensationalism. He said he did not 
feel the story was obscene.
Earl Ganz, associate professor of 
English and Garret adviser, said 
Sennett’s work was basically not 
a good story. However, he ques­
tioned the printer’s right to cen­
sor it.
He said a new story has been 
inserted in place of Sennett’s with 
“comparable bawdiness, but writ­
ten in taste.” He also said every­
thing in the forthcoming Garret 
can be defended aesthetically.
HELENA — Wayne W. Mont­
gomery, Lima rancher, bid for­
mally yesterday for the Repub­
lican nomination to Montana’s 
western district seat in Congress, 
an honor he won in both 1962 
and 1964.
HARRIS B URG, Pa. — The 
story of six Pennsylvania college 
students blinded 20 months ago 
while staring at the sun under 
the influence of the drug LSD is 
a hoax, according to Pennsylvania 
Gov. Raymond P. Shafer.
STANFORD, Calif. — Mike 
Kasperak, who received a heart 
transplant Jan. 6, underwent sur­
gery late yesterday to halt serious 
intestinal bleeding that threatened 
his life.
The bleeding was traced to for-
HAVANA ip  The Interior 
Ministry announced , yesterday it 
shot down a small plane and cap­
tured its U.S. pilot Dec. 29 after 
he dropped some arms over cen­
tral Cuba.
Roshchin of the Soviet Union, 
reached final agreement Wednes­
day night on an article dealing 
with control procedures, the most 
disputed point in their backstage 
bargaining.
A previous American - Soviet 
draft published Aug. 24 left Article 
3 blank because of Russian insist­
ence that the International Atomic 
Energy Agency should be the only
Police Hampered 
In Leg Incident
Police are unable to make ar­
rests in the case involving the 
lower-half of an amputated hu­
man leg found on the UM campus 
Wednesday night, Detective Cap­
tain Dean Lockridge said yester­
day.
“There is no foul play involved 
in taking the limb, and I know of 
no criminal law that covers a case 
of this nature,” Mr. Lockridge said.
The recently amputated leg was 
taken Wednesday night from a 
Missoula clinic, where it was to be 
examined, Mr. Lockridge said.
It has been returned to the 
clinic.
Program Council 
To Schedule Trio
Program Council voted yester­
day to contract for $4,000 the 
Ramsey Lewis Trio for two one- 
hour concerts in the University 
Theater May 4.
Doug Johnson was appointed 
to obtain speakers and topics for 
University Forums. The programs 
will be similar to -the old Mon­
tana Forums, and will be pre­
sented at noon on Fridays in the 
Territorial Rooms of the Lodge.
The 41-year-old Montgomery 
became the first congressional can­
didate to pay the $300 filing fee to 
Secretary of State Frank Murray 
this year. He seeks the seat held 
by Democrat Arnold Olsen.
The governor said the case was 
an invention of Dr. Norman Yod­
er, 53, Pennsylvania’s commission­
er for the blind since 1959.
The Governor has suspended 
Yoder.
mation of a ulcer in the small in­
testines.
Condition of the 54-year-old re­
tired steelworker, the world’s 
fourth human heart transplant 
patient, was listed as “critical.”
He was identified as Everett 
Jackson, 27, of Los Angeles. The 
ministry said he admitted trying 
“to infiltrate national territory.” 
No reason was given for a de­
lay in the announcement.
body responsible for verifying 
compliance with the treaty.
EURATOM HAS ROLE 
The final compromise version 
met demands by West Germany 
and Italy that the European 
Atomic Energy Organization — 
EURATOM—a body linked with 
the European Common Market, 
also could have a role in controll­
ing the treaty.
Officials of the West German 
government in Bonn said the draft 
“contains a large number of posi­
tive changes that take into account 
the reservations expressed by non­
nuclear nations.”
In Brussels, a special meeting of 
the North Atlantic council thanked 
the United States for its efforts to 
get agreement on a treaty draft.
FRANCE WON’T SIGN 
One authoritative source said 
Roger Seydoux, President Charles 
de Gaulle’s representative on the 
council, expressed his personal ap­
preciation of U.S. efforts but em­
phasized that France did not intend 
to sign the treaty.
The main threat the treaty is 
designed to meet is the acquisition 
of atomic and hydrogen weapons 
by industrialized nations which 
already have a nuclear potential. 
These include West Germany, In­
dia, Israel, Sweden, Japan, Italy, 
Switzerland and Canada.
The United States and the Soviet 
Union have long been agreed that 
if any new nation acquired nu­
clear weapons this might cause a 
chain reaction leading to an un­
controllable nuclear arms race 
throughout the world.
Rosen to Be 
Guest Soloist 
At Concert
Concert pianist Charles Rosen 
will be the featured soloist at the 
Missoula Symphony and Chorale 
performance Sunday at 8:15 pan. 
in the University Theater.
Mr. Rosen will perform Beet­
hoven’s “Concerto No. 3” and sev­
eral piano solos. The Orchestra 
will present “Hansel and Gretel,” 
“Afternoon of a Faun,” and “Span­
ish Rhapsody.”
The concert will include two 
choral preludes by Brahms, origin­
ally written for organ, which 
have been transcribed for orches­
tra by Eugene Weigel, professor 
of music, assisted by Jerry Mader, 
graduate student in music. The 
Missoula Symphony Orchestra is 
conducted by Eugene Andrie, UM 
professor of music.
Mr. Rosen is a graduate of 
Princeton where he received a 
doctorate in French literature. He 
studied two years in France on a 
Fulbright grant and taught hu­
manities at the Massachusetts In­
stitute of Technology for two 
years.
As his concerts and recording 
engagements increased, he left 
M.I.T. to concentrate on a career 
as a recitalist, recording artist 
and teacher of master classes. He 
appeared in a campus recital at 
UM two years ago.
Season ticket holders may pick 
up their tickets for the perform­
ance at the Cartwheel, 137 W. 
Front, or at the University The­
ater box office.
General admission tickets may 
be purchased at the Theater box 
office Sunday after 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $2.50 for adults and 
$1.50 for University students.
Author Decides to Withdraw 
Story For Personal Reasons
Montgomery Is A Candidate 
For District Seat in Congress
Governor Calls LSD Story Hoax
U.S. Pilot Shot Down Over Cuba
Heart Transplant Patient ‘Critical’
Out; Came the Platitudes
Pres. Johnson’s State of the Union Address Wednesday was 
just the regurgitation of platitudes to which the nation re­
grettably has become accustomed.
Out came the usual shopworn pledge to make “a really true 
. cease-fire” the first order of business in the coming year, but 
only if the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese do not take ad­
vantage of the pause to increase their military buildup.
It must have slipped his mind that during our past bombing 
pauses the U.S. flow of military supplies into Vietnam far 
outpaced the enemy’s.
He said it is not the national strength that is being tried in 
the war but the national will, its sense of purpose and not its 
ability to achieve a better America.
True enough, it is not the national strength that is being 
tested in Vietnam. It is the strength of the President’s dogged 
refusal to admit one of the most horrendous foreign policy mis­
takes in history. Its sense of purpose failed the test long ago, 
and the President cannot realize its ability to achieve a better 
America will fail the test, too, in our own . cities if he cannot 
move the Congress to provide de facto equal rights for all her 
citizens.
Then there was his plea for 100 more FBI agents, 100 addi­
tional assistant U.S. attorneys to help prosecute criminal cases 
and more federal drug and narcotics control agents.
He .also said he will propose stricter penalties for for traffic 
in “LSD and other dangerous drugs.”
Granted, the additional FBI agents and attorneys will aid 
in his Witch hunts and smear campaigns against antiwar ele­
ments and might even produce grand jury indictments against 
such war critics as Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield 
and Sen. J. William Fulbright, but the money might be spent 
more productively on plane tickets to the site of peace nego­
tiations.
More federal drug and narcotics agents and stricter penalties 
for drug law violations will get the users out of the picture 
for a while, but this proposal is a shallow answer to a deeply 
complex question.
More extensive research should be conducted to learn if all 
the substances the president lumped in the category of “dan­
gerous drugs” really belong there, and to learn how to help 
users of drugs found to be dangerous rather than clap them 
in prison.
Ben Hansen
More Books Needed
Cynthia Schuster of the philosophy department informs us 
she has collected more than 60 books to send to UM Graduate 
Doug Griffith, now a Peace Corps volunteer teaching at Min­
danao State University in the Philippines.
To come even close to helping the book-hungry students at 
this six-year-old institution, Mrs. Schuster says she will need 
twice that many.
She says students have donated most of the books and they 
are of good quality. Two weeks remain before she sends the 
shipment Feb. 2.
The response so far has been commendable, but UM students 
are capable of doing better. Contributions can be left with 
Mrs. Nash in LA 422 or Mrs. Schuster in LA 423.
Ben Hansen
Whites Seek Excuse,
To the Kaimin:
White Americans always seem 
to find the excuse elsewhere when 
steps are taken against racial dis­
crimination.
If for instance Congress passes 
bills, legislation, equal rights for 
black people, open housing, prov- 
erty programs, etc., the white 
American questions this fair jus­
tice because he knows that the 
status quo will be disturbed. Thus, 
they stand in awe of the blacks’ 
method of utilizing the term “pow­
er.”
If “justice prevails” for the 
black man, the white American
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Herb White Says
reasons that his own actual be­
havior, which is mostly hypocriti­
cal, is not a betrayal of the Ameri­
can creed.
For example, if a black man 
walks into a Missoula public estab­
lishment and is maimed physically, 
emotionally or routed out, most 
Missoulians pretend, in fact to 
know nothing about it, or shy 
away from doing anything mean­
ingful about it.
HERB WHITE 
Junior, Sociology Minor
‘MUSIC TO SCRUB BY’ 
Several of Tokyo’s public bath 
houses are advertising “music to 
scrub by.” A firm dealing in canned 
music pipes in the melodies loud 
enough to be heard over the splash 
of hot water and soothing enough 
to take the roughness out of com­
mercials that come with the serv­
ice.
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Johnson’s State of the Union Message 
Not Rated as One of His Masterpieces
By JAMES MARLOW 
AP News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pres. 
Johnson’s State of the Union mes­
sage to Congress Wednesday night 
was not one of his masterpieces.
He cut it to the bone. No trim­
mings. And also no color. No hint 
this would be his most critical 
year with its presidential election. 
N o political overtones. Jus t  
straightaway.
And two of his main points at 
least — Vietnam and an income 
tax boost — were simply repeti­
tions of his 1967 State of the Un­
ion message.
This was the way he chose to 
launch his 1968 presidential cam­
paign — no one seems to doubt he 
will run again although he has 
not said yes or no — for ever 
thing he says this year will affect 
some voter’s view of him.
In short, he left the heat and 
the oratory for later this year. He 
confined himself strictly to Ameri­
can conditions.
He did not even go into de­
tails about the one thing which 
has kept the Vietnam pot bubbling 
and boiling. This was North Viet- 
jnam’s suggestion Jan. 1 — it 
could be a phony — that it is will­
ing to start' peace talks if the 
United States will stop, the bomb­
ing unconditionally, and all other 
acts of war.
Ever since Hanoi made this sug­
gestion American critics have 
called for an end to the bombing, 
either temporarily, to see what 
Hanoi is up to or permanently.
Johnson ignored the critics di­
rectly simply saying the bombing 
would stop if talks “took place 
promptly.”
But the one thing he made clear 
—despite all the criticism he has 
had to endure' because of the war 
and the fact that a war still going 
on at election time may affect the 
outcome — is that the United 
States will continue the war.
Last year he also asked Con­
gress to impose a six per cent sur­
charge on personal and corporate 
income taxes. Congress ignored 
him in 1967. Wednesday night he 
asked for the surtax again, but 
now he wants a-10 per cent hike.
He had hardly anything new to 
add to what he said last year 
about trying to prevent crime in 
the streets and asked Congress this 
year to approve the crime control 
proposal he made in 1967.
In delivering his televised mes­
sage at the Capitol before a joint 
session of House and Senate he 
used exactly the same technique 
he adopted in 1967: A minimum of 
gestures and facial expressions.
This, no doubt, is the technique 
he will use in the campaign. He 
has been increasingly careful for 
at least a year about his public 
image. The year 1967 was a turn­
ing point for him.
In his message last year his 
method changed from previous 
years in sentence structure. At 
that time he eliminated the over­
use of short sentences. And last 
year’s, like this year’s, had no 
trimmings.
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DELANEYS
125 EAST FRONT ST.
Both were matter-of-fact. The 
Johnson the nation listened to and 
watched Wednesday night — and 
in 1967 — is hot necessarily the 
Johnson it would have seen if 
there had been no war in Viet- 
nam.
If there had been no war,
Wednesday nights’ message might 
have been full of sweeping new 
proposals. But the c r i t ic i sm 
heaped on him about the war has 
probably made him want to stay 
out of controversy in general as 
he tries to sweat out the war, 
while remaining unyielding to his 
critics.
% EARN EXTRA MONEY 
|  PART TIME-NO INVESTMENT
0  Earn, learn, and have fun  while being a catalog agent 
@ fo r a large chain of electronic stores. I f  you are ambi-
•  tious and have an in terest in Hi - Fi, musical instru- 
O ments, and other electronic merchandise, you can earn 
0  substantia l com missions as our catalog agent. Your 
9  friends and custom ers w ill save, too, on fam ous brand
•  electronic m erchandise. No investm ent or tra in in g  re-
•  qu ired—part-tim e work to  f it  your class schedule. For
•  com plete details send a b rie f descrip tion o f yourself to:
•  T E A M  E le c t ro n ic s  —720-29th Av.S.E., Minneapolis, Minn.
For Graduate Students Only . . .
Do you feel your auto insurance premiums are too high??? 
We have a special auto insurance program geared ex­
pressly to YOU!!!
If you have a good driving record, we can offer you dra­
matic savings, high limits and quality coverage.
PHONE 549-2349 for a quote
Larry Larson and Associates
2200 Brooks St.
WHAT IS UNITARIANISM?
A series of eight lecture-discussion programs will be 
held from 5:30-7:30 p.m. on Sundays, beginning January 
21, at the Unitarian-Universalist Fellowship House (102 
McLeod). Food will be served at a cost of 25c per person.
Jewelry Sale 
HUGE SELECTION 
Now 50% off
(FELLOWS—THIS IS THE 
PERFECT TIME TO PICK 
UP THAT VALENTINE GIFT)
Don’t Miss Our Sale Table 
It Has Many More 
Bargains
PALMER’S DRUG
505 BURLINGTON 
Next to Southside v 
National Bank
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Smith Questions Keating's Statements
To the Kaimin:
Surely Edward Keating was be­
ing facetious when, after his some­
times provocative remarks Tues­
day night in the University The­
ater, he smilingly bid his listeners 
adieu with the statement, “I want 
you all to be happy.”
Perhaps it was only an untrained 
ear that caused me to miss any 
subtleties he was attempting to 
convey in the remark.
On the other hand, if the state­
ment was not in jest—if, indeed, 
he meant it—it might be said that 
the editor of Ramparts, in one 
breath, all but destroyed the tone 
of urgency he had so forcefully 
conveyed in his 90-minute recital 
of vital problems besetting the 
nation.
Not in this instance alone did 
Keating seemingly refute himself, 
neutralizing what in some cases 
were valid criticisms of the cur­
rent state of domestic and inter­
national affairs.
“I want you all to be happy,” 
Keating stated, topping off some 
questionable comments on the use 
of marijuana as opposed to the 
use of tobacco and alcohol.
With this statement, it seems not 
altogether impossible that the bulk 
of his sizeable audience filtered—t 
once again fat, dumb and happy 
—back to the Big Lie of misleading 
and mundane television commer­
cials, back to the push-button 
homes and luxurious dorms, back 
to the juke joints and sauna baths, 
back to . . . well, let’s just say 
life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness in the America of the 
“Swinging ’60s.”
It seems incredible that Keating 
—unless, of course, he was being 
facetious—could one minute con­
demn his listeners for their com­
placency, and the next suggest 
happiness as a worthy goal.
Keating, indeed, suggested this 
—if not in his parting statement, 
then in his sly endorsement of 
“harmless” marijuana as a means 
by which the world and its ugly 
problems can be left behind.
The widespread entreaty, “En­
tertain me,” along with its inherent 
connotation that we are all en­
titled to happiness, may well be 
two of the characteristics of our 
times destined to play a role in 
our downfall.
In view of the dilemmas, both 
at home and abroad, that we, as 
citizens, have most assuredly en­
meshed ourselves, it seems not un­
reasonable to suggest that “happi­
ness”—in whatever form, Mr. 
Keating would advocate it—is 
something we might all consider 
postponing.
Mr. Keating, in addition to his 
being clever in putting opinion 
over as fact, is confusing. He hands 
down some sound (as well as some 
unsound) condemnations. He ral­
lies us to action before it’s too late. 
He provides us with some palata­
ble food for thought.
It is unfortunate this food quite 
possibly was not left in the minds 
of his audience for thorough diges­
tion.
You hinted at it, Mr. Keating, 
but failed to state concretely, that 
the idea of the Affluent Society’s 
being entitled to complete and un­
ending happiness is also a Big Lie, 
a lie perpetuated by those who 
could do worse than to take to 
heart the words of the now-popu­
lar song, “Skip a Rope.”
STEPHEN L. SMITH 
Graduate Assistant 
School of Journalism
Henderson Notes False 'Generalities' 
In 'Spirit' Articles by Hoover, Mannes
THE A-LITERATE PROPHETS 
The seer,
In wind-swept robes 
Of published popularity,
Clubs (or was it a caress)
Yon Rock—frail humanity.
The water
Does not break forth.
She strikes again—again!
Then sighs (with staff aside): 
Generosity . . . self discipline . . .
The sigh
Is short and late
But sound of it
Breaks (Enter: Second seer)
The stone. Water seeps.
The crack 
To him is big.
He stretches it with wordiness 
And thinks (as publishers must) 
We don’t tire of glowing, truthless 
generalities.
The seers 
Come every day 
To toy with yon Rock 
And (patience, now)
Say, “Yes, I believe that is a rock, 
all right.”
The water
Sought can be pool’d.
The Rock could be exploded,
But first (the killing pace)
Be slow’d and cool’d.
The pace 
Can’t carry us.
We must restrict outside influence 
In enclaves (Amish, Mennonite?) 
Where Godliness is affluence.
In this, I speak of Marya Mannes 
and John Edgar Hoover—and sub­
mit it for publication in the Kai­
min.
M. HENDERSON 
Math Dept.
Romney Critical 
Of Union Address
LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Gov. 
George Romney voiced some cri­
tical comments on Pres. John­
son’s State of the Union message 
as he paused in Michigan yester­
day between New Hampshire, 
Washington and Wisconsin.
Romney, in a telephone conver­
sation with Rhode Island Gov. 
John Chafee, said Johnson’s mes­
sage carried a tone of lethargy in­
consistent with the world chal­
lenges facing America.
Come To
Hermes’ Holiday 
Drive-In
“Home of the student specials”
5 Juicy Burgers—89c 
Rich Double Dutch Shakes—20c & 25c 
Tasty Sandwiches of all Kinds 
BLT—Ham—Turkey—Shrimp
And
The New Giant Pork Loin Sandwich 
IPs Terrific—Iit’s Huge
Home of the Bigger, Better 19-Center
South on 93 Holiday Village
Strike Endangers Pettibone Marriage
By ARTHUR HOPPE 
Syndicated Columnist
SAN FRANCISCO—Newspaper 
strikes are quite the fad these days 
and now it’s San Francisco’s turn 
to suffer the frightful prospect of 
being a city without newspapers.
The hardships and privations 
San Franciscans must face each 
day apall the mind. For what, as 
newspapers constantly remind us, 
would we do without them?
“A great newspaper is more than 
a fish wrapper,” Mr. Luigi Gott­
lieb, proprietor of Alvin’s Fish 
Market, says sadly. “I also used to 
use it to start fires.”
“A whole week now I didn’t 
have no newspapers to haul off,” 
says Mr. Herman Giampi of the 
Benevolent Scavengers Associa­
tion, gloomily patting his once- 
firm belly. “And already I gained 
five pounds.”
“What I miss is that big Sunday 
paper,” says Mr. Stanislaus O’­
Brien, shivering hopelessly at his 
home on the third park bench from 
the left. “Say what you will about 
the Wall Street Journal, it just 
don’t keep a man warm nights.”
As in any newspaper strike, 
hardest hit in San Francisco have 
been such institutions as retail 
stores, stock brokerage firms, 
bookie joints and marriage. With­
out newspapers, many question 
whether either a throbbing me­
tropolis or marriage itself can 
survive.
Typical, perhaps, of all news­
paperless couples are Mr. and Mrs. 
Homer T. Pettibone. That’s Mr. 
Pettibone staggering to the break­
fast table with a kind of haunted 
look in his eye.
Mr. Pettibone: Good morning, 
dear. Good heavens, when did you 
start wearing pin curlers and a 
chin strap at breakfast?
Mrs. Pettibone: Fourteen years 
ago, dear. Oh, I forgot to tell you 
that at the party last night Ellie 
said to Fred that Stanleight and 
Martha . . .
Mr. Pettibone: Please, dear, I’m 
trying to read the cereal box. Let’s 
see: “Big Deal! A genuine Booby 
portrait. Kix TV personality—No. 
8. Start your own Booby Fan 
Club . . . Look for a Gzorpe (pic­
ture on other Kix packages.”
Mrs. Pettibone (petulantly): You 
care more about your silly old 
cereal box than you do about me.
Mr. Pettibone: That’s not true, 
dear. But a man has to be well- 
informed. Just yesterday, Mr. 
Robespierre came up to my desk 
at the office and said, “Homer, did 
you know that Sugar Smacks are 
made from sugar, wheat, corn sy­
rup, hydrogenated vegetable oil,
It’s worth your 
time to stop...
THISTLE DEW 
ANTIQUES
Lewis & Clark Highway 
U. S. 12
ROY AND STELLA 
VAN OSTRAND 
273-6766
Six Miles West of Lolo
lecithin, honey, sodium acetate and 
glycine with niacinamide and vita­
min B added?” I had to confess I 
wasn’t keeping up with my read­
ing. Please pass the Tabasco sauce.
Mrs. Pettibone: Tabasco sauce? 
On your cereal?
Mr. Pettibone: Eureka! Listen to 
this. “Tabasco is the registered 
trademark for the pepper sauce 
originated by the Mcilhenny fam­
ily before 1868 . . .” Wait till I 
spring that on Mr. Robespierre.
Mrs. Pettibone (beginning to 
cry): I don’t believe you. You just 
don’t want to talk to me at break­
fast. I see it all now. That’s the 
only reason you’ve hidden behind 
your newspaper all these years. 
But it takes a pretty small man, 
Homer, to hide behind a bottle of 
Tabasco sauce. Oh, the spark has 
gone out of our marriage. And 
furthermore . . .
So . we see that one of the great 
truths of life is that no marriage 
can long survive the horrors of 
breakfast table togetherness. With­
out newspapers, any throbbing me­
tropolis is in grave danger of be­
coming a city of cold, fat, fishy- 
smelling bachelors.
24 R A T T  24
Hour Hour
Service B O U N D S  Service
Traffic Responsibility Bonds 
JOHN DUNCAN DAVE RIEDEN
Office: 543-4828 
Res.: 543-5623
Res: 549-1361
CUT ON DOTTED LINE AND SAVE!
Sights and Sounds
MUSIC AND DANCING
FUSSBALL TOURNAMENT 
SATURDAY, 2 P.M.
t h e  R ED  
B A R O N
highway 93 south
ABOUT MIKE
, . Why The
UN ISPH ERE®
Is The Official
Microphone Of 
Herman’s Hermits 
On Tour
Herman knows his micro­
phone is his link with his 
audience. He wants you to 
hear his voice and the lyr­
ics, na tu ra lly , w ith ou t 
howling feedback, without 
annoying close-up breath 
"pop” , w ithout audience 
sounds. Pretty tough test 
for a microphone . . .  rou­
tine for the incomparable 
Shure Unisphere. Just ask 
the better groups.
Shure Brothers, Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston, III. 60204
© 1967 Shura Brothers. Inc.
Bradford Jewelers
Annual Inventory Sale
PRICES DISCOUNTED UP TO 70% 
ON THE FOLLOWING MERCHANDISE
* TIFFEN STEMWARE
* WEISNER GIFT LINE
* BAROMETERS
* WATCHES
* KREISLER LIGHTERS
* SENECA STEMWARE
* TRAVEL CLOCKS
* LARGE ASSORTMENT OF JEWELRY
* DIAMONDS
* LADIES’ BIRTHSTONE RINGS
SEE OUR BARGAIN TABLE FOR MANY MORE 
ITEMS AT FABULOUS BUYS
Bradford Jewelers
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Minnesota Sophomore Adds 
Depth to Grizzly Hoop Squad
Fish and Game Reports Arrests
Adding depth to the 1967-68 
Grizzlies is Tom Jones, a 6-8 cen­
ter from Edina, Minn. Jones, who 
started for the Tips in one game 
this season, figures heavily in the 
future for Montana, according to 
Tip coaches.
Jones came to Missoula after 
earning all-conference, all-district, 
all-region, and all-state honors in 
Minnesota. He led Momingside 
High School to the state champion­
ship his senior year.
On the frosh team last season, 
Jones was the third leading re­
bounder and the fourth leading
year. The tallest player on the 
Grizzlies, Jones has hauled down 
31 rebounds, for an average of 2.8 
a game.
Jones can play both forward and 
center for the Tips, but appears 
more at home at the pivot position, 
scorer with a 10.8 average. The 
lefthanded Jones made 46.3 per 
cent of this field goals and 67.7 
per cent of his free throws last 
year.
Jones has seen action in 11 
games this season, scoring 4.7 
points per game. He has connected 
on 46 per cent of his field goals.
HELENA (AP) — The Montana 
Fish and Game Department either 
is doing a better job of law en­
forcement or there simply are 
more violators because revenue 
from lawbreaking “sportsmen” is 
expected to hit an unprecedented 
high for the year ending last De­
cember.
Orville Lewis, chief of law en­
forcement for the department, 
said fines for the year are ex­
pected to exceed $65,000 and that 
violations have increased signifi­
cantly.
Reports from throughout Mon­
tana for last November and De­
cember still are being processed 
by computer, Lewis said. But as of 
the end of October, 1,912 “ticket” 
had been issued to violators for in­
fractions ranging from commercial 
selling of game meat to fishing 
with two poles or not having a 
proper license.
“Fishing and hunting violations 
had been increasing at a rate of 
about 50-100 a year and had 
reached a peak of about 1,600 in 
1965,” Lewis said.
“Then in 1966 violations jumped 
to nearly 2,000 and in 1967 they 
appear to be going even higher,” 
he said. As of October there had 
been 1,912 arrests.
Fines totaled about $40,000 in 
1965, but the figure increas.ed to 
$52,000 in 1966 and still is increas­
ing, Lewis said.
“Taking of big game animals 
out of season, in the wrong area 
or in excess of the legal limit is 
our major problem,” Lewis said. 
This type of violation apparently 
is more advantageous than crib­
bing on the fishing limits.
Lewis said the increase in in­
fractions cannot be attributed to 
the tourists who flock to Montana 
during the summer months.
“Tourists are less likely than 
others to violate the law,” he said. 
“They realize they are at the mer­
cy of foreign courts, for one thing.”
Most tourist infractions, Lewis 
explained, are directly related to a 
lack of knowledge of the areas 
open, limits or procedure.
Last March, slack month for the 
state’s 65 wardens who are re­
sponsible for 3,200 square miles 
each, there were 70 arrests, in­
cluding eight juveniles. In July,
DRAFT A TRADITION 
Conscription, enforced service in 
the military, was exercised from 
the earliest days of history and 
was customary in Greece and 
Rome. The first modern national 
law of conscription was adopted 
in the French Revolution.
mid-fishing season, the arrests 
rose to 324; but when the general 
big game seasons opened in Octo­
ber the arrests jumped to 465.
“November,” Lewis added, “is 
the really bad month.” On this 
basis, he said, the total 1967 arrests 
are expected to exceed significant­
ly the 2,000 made during 1966.
“In total numbers, the more 
minor violations — exceeding fish­
ing limits and improperly tagging 
game animals — comprise a larger 
percentage of the total than do 
major violations,” Lewis said.
He added that substantial losses 
in revenue occur yearly because of
“professional l icense doggers.” 
Such persons, Lewis said, may 
have friends in Montana who cov­
er up for them, but for others it’s 
just a willful attempt to avoid the 
nonresident fees. He said there al­
so is a lot of passing of licenses 
back and forth “but we catch a 
few of them each year.”
SHERBETS?
You Bet
Best In Montana! 
VILLAGE ICE CREAM 
STORE AND MALT SHOP 
1916 Brooks Holiday Village
IM Schedule
You
Get
■  b e tte r
FOOD TOR 
LESS MONEY
Worden’s Super Market
•  snacks
•  cold beverages
•  meats
434 N. Higgins Ave.
OPEN DAILY
8 a.m. ’til midnight
▼ ▼ Y W W T W W W T V T T V T V Y T W W W 'W T W T V W Y T T V T T T W ^
FRONTIER
OPEN
SUNDAYS
Reg. 33.9 
Eth. 37.9
WHY PAY MORE 
FOR MAJOR BRAND GAS?
Excites your engine...
pleases your pocketbook!
•  ALL OIL CO. CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
ft  GOLD STRIKE STAMPS ft
•  MONTANA AAA AUTHORIZED STATION
BURK TIRE & GAS CO.
So. Higgins & 5th Ph. 549-8800
“CENTURY CLUB MEMBER”
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FRIDAY
4 p.m.
.001 vs. Army ROTC, MG
5 p.m. ■
The Fish vs. HD’s, MG
6 p.m.
Roscoe’s Rockets vs. WB Boys, 
MG
7 p.m.
Coffin-cheaters vs. The Herd, 
MG
8 p.m.
Bullwhips vs. Astros, MG
MARSHALL 
SKI AREA
WILL OBSERVE
.National Ski Week
With a Series of Events Begin­
ning with a Torchlight Parade 
Friday Night. The Marshall Ski 
School Staff and Eagle Scouts 
will Participate.
Ski Marshall!
TUESDAY-FRIDAY— 
1-4:30 and 7-10 p.m.
SATURDAY —
9:30-4:30 and 7-10 p.m.
SUNDAY —
9:30-4:30
SATURDAY
1 p.m.
MD’s vs. Inebriates, WC 
Senior Citizens vs. Advocates, 
MG
2 p.m.
Surfers vs. DB’s, WC 
Lakers vs Soul plus 3, MG
3 p.m.
707’s vs. Sepich, WC
Ole Blacks vs. Bear Paws, MG
4 p.m.
Blue Wave vs. the Jocks, WC 
Blue Chippers vs. Harper’s 
Heroes, MG
Swim and 
Sauna
UNIVERSITY
POOL
Admission—Activity Card 
or 454
Sauna
THE DRIVE-IN WITH 
THE
RAINBOW COLORS
Quality Food ★  ★  Speedy Service
K-G Men’s Storewide 
S A L E
Sport Shirts
Long Sleeve, Permanent Press 
2.71 ea. 2 for $5.00 | $3.91 ea. 2 for $7.50
MEN’S JEANS, Hopsack Cot., $2.91 ea., 2 for $5.00 
PERM. PRESS CORDS Reg. $8.00 $5.91 
CASUAL PANTS Perm. Press. $4.91 2 for $9.50
Men’s Suits
As Low As $34.41 
Values to $135.00
Sport Coats
As Low As $16.41 
Values to $85.00
LADIES’ SPORTSWEAR % OFF 
PERM. PRESS DRESS SHIRTS $3.91 
MEN’S TIES, Reg.$1.50 91c ea. 3 for $2.50
Winter Jackets
CAR COATS 
SPORT HATS
$8.41-$12.41-$21.41 
Values to $40.00 
$1741 - 22.41 - 26.41 
$4.41-$5.41
Top Coats from $34.41
Pullover Cardigan 
Sweaters 
From $6.41
Ski Sweaters 
$17.41
Values to $30.00
men’s store
Holiday Village
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Grizzlies
One of the nation’s oldest bas­
ketball rivalries will be renewed 
tonight and Saturday as the Uni­
versity of Montana Grizzlies travel 
to Bozeman to play the Montana 
State University Bobcats. The se­
ries began in 1905, and the teams 
have met 179 times. Montana State 
has won 102 games while the Griz­
zlies have come out on top in 77 
of the clashes.
Last season the Bobcats edged 
the Tips §2-80 in overtime in Mis­
soula. In Bozeman, the ’Cats routed 
the Grizzlies 90-65.
The Bobcats lost three starters 
from last year’s team which tied 
for the conference championship 
and won the All-College Tourna­
ment in Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Gone from the team are Tom 
Storm, now playing for the Phil­
lips 66’ers and the most valuable 
player in the All-College tourney; 
Bill Gillespie, a lithe guard-for­
ward who was drafted by the Bal­
timore Bullets in the National Bas­
ketball Association and Jim Mof- 
fitt, a three year starter at guard 
who was drafted by the Oakland 
Oaks in the American Basketball 
Association.
The leading returnee is 6-9 cen­
ter Jack Gillespie, who is billed by 
his coach Roger Craft as the second 
“best center in the West. Craft is 
not the only college coach who 
thinks highly of the tall center. 
Coach Ladell Anderson of Utah 
State called Gillespie “the best 
center in the Inter-Mountain area.”
Colorful Abe Lemons, head 
coach at Oklahoma City Univer­
sity said that Gillespie was the 
best center that his team faced 
last year.
This season Gillespie statistically 
is playing almost identically as last 
year. Like last season, the hook­
shooting junior is averaging 19.5 
points a game this year. He is hit­
ting on 43 percent of his field goals 
and 71 per cent of his free throws, 
both slightly less than his marks 
of last season. He leads the Cats 
in rebounding with 164 grabs. 
Coming off a minor slump, Gilles­
pie has scored 51 points and hauled 
down 42 rebounds in the Bobcats’ 
last two games.
After Gillespie, the Bobcat pros­
pects are questionable. Craft has 
been juggling his lineup, trying to 
find the right combination. A Bob­
cat scout who attended the Griz- 
zly-Gonzaga game on Saturday 
said the team “looked like a mil­
lion dollars sometimes and pretty 
bad at other times.”
Currently starting at one guard 
spot for Montana State is Warren 
Daniels, a part-time starter from 
last year. Rangy, a good hallhan- 
dler, and a tough defensive player, 
Daniels is averaging 5.8 points a 
game.
Jay Harrington, a 6-0 junior col­
lege transfer from Hardinsburg, 
Ky., has been starting as the other 
guard position.'He has scored 6.1 
points a game this season.
Starting at forwards for the 
Bobcats are Greg Harris and Don 
Luce. Harris, a major disappoint­
ment last year after a great frosh 
year, is a 6-6 junior from Living­
ston. He is averaging 10.8 points a 
game this year but has been 
plagued by inconsistency. Luce, a
A & B
Men’s
Shop
"QUALITY AT A PRICE 
YOU CAN AFFORD”
Open Monday and Friday 
Evenings Til 9 p.m.
New Arrivals Each Month 
208 N. Higgins Ave.
Meet Cats Tonight and Tomorrow
6-4 sophomore from Columbia 
Falls, is a deadeye from outside 
and a good team player. Luce is 
scoring at a 8.4 clip this season.
The Bobcats, who sport a 4-7 
record, own wins over Eastern 
Washington, Mississippi State, Ida­
ho and Gonzaga. The games with 
the Grizzlies are vital, according 
to Craft.
He said, “We’ve got to beat Mon­
tana twice to have any chance for 
the championship.” Craft said that 
the team would not be overconfi­
dent even with the homecourt ad­
vantage, saying, “The Grizzlies 
proved by beating Weber at Ogden 
that they can whip just about any­
body on a given night.”
On the Grizzly side of the ledger, 
it has been a week of making ad­
justments after the loss of high 
scoring guard Ron Moore. Moore 
dislocated his knee in Monday’s 
loss to Idaho.
Slated to take Moore’s place in 
the starting five is sophomore 
John Cheek, who filled in capably 
for Moore in Monday’s game, scor­
ing 14 points. On several occasions, 
Grizzly coach Ron Nord has 
praised Cheek’s poise, which he 
said was rare for a sophomore.
Rick Johnston, a hustling 6-0 
senior from Albuquerque, N. M., 
will start at the other guard posi-
Workhorse Don Parsons is slated
Cub Grapplers 
O p  en Season
UM’s freshman wrestling team 
will meet the Eastern Montana 
College varsity at the Adams Field 
House tonight at 7:30 p.m. for 
its first competition of the year.
Wrestlers by division for the 
Cubs will be: 123 pounds — Wil­
lie Clayton, Deerfield, 111.; 130— 
Dennis LaBounty, Havre; 137—Pat 
Cheney, Westport, Conn.; 145— 
Bruce Johnson, Corvallis; 152— 
Dick Townsend, Birkenfield, Ger­
many; 160 — Wayne Mathews, 
Findlay, Ohio; 167 — Tom Fischer, 
St. Paul, Minn.; 177 4r- Craig Ko- 
pet, Spokane, Wash., and Heavy­
weight —f Larry Stranahan, Mis­
soula.
Coach Gene Davis’ varsity grap­
plers, who are idle this week, will 
meet Utah State and Montana 
State in Bozeman next weekend.
KUFM to Broadcast Game
KUFM, the University of Mon­
tana radio station, will broadcast 
the Grizzly - Bobcat basketball 
games in Bozeman tonight 'and 
Saturday night.
Terry Robinson will handle 
the play-by-play. The station will 
sign on at 7:55 p.m. KUFM broad­
casts at 88.1 megahertz on the FM 
band.
I
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SURE WE'RE OPEN -4
Our Ice Cream Cones And Sundaes  ̂
Sell The Year Around! i
VILLAGE ICE CREAM 1 
STORE AND MALT SHOP 4
1916 Brooks — Holiday Village 1 
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to start at center. The 6-6 senior 
from Richland, Wash., has been 
bothered by muscle spasms in his 
back in recent games. When he has 
played, Parsons has done a good 
job of outrebounding taller foes. 
He is averaging 11.8 points per 
contest.
Three year starter Greg Hanson 
will start at one forward position. 
After a slow start, Hanson is play- 
from last year, is the team’s third
Grizzly Tankers 
Meet Zags, WSU
The Grizzly swimmers, after an 
easy win against Northern Mon­
tana College last weekend, travel 
again this weekend, but the com­
petition is considerably tougher. 
The defending Big Sky champions 
will travel to Spokane for a meet 
against Gonzaga University and 
Washington State University.
Coach Fred Stetson thinks the 
team can defeat Gonzaga but is 
uncertain about Washington 
State. He said, “The Cougars 
could beat .us with depth, if noth­
ing else.”
According to Stetson, the UM 
swimmers’ times are comparable 
to Washington State’s but the 
Cougars have more swimmers.
Stetson had praise for Don 
Keffler, who set a 1100-yard for 
UM with a time of 12:02.2, and 
Kurt von Tagen, not only broke 
the university record in the 500- 
yard freestyle but also broke the 
exist conference record. Von Ta­
gen covered the distance in 5:23.4.
Intramural Schedule
SUNDAY
1 p.m.
SPE vs. AKL, WC 
Rejects vs. Wonders, MG
2 pan.
SAE vs. ATO, WC 
Real McCoys vs. Craig Cougars, 
MG
3 p.m.
PDT vs. PSK, WC
RA’s vs. Rebel Rousers, MG
4 p.m
SN vs. DSP, MG 
SX vs. TX, WC
MONDAY
5 p.m.
HD’s vs. The Herd, MG
7 p.m
Roscoe’s Rockets vs. Astro’s, MG
8 p.m
Bullwhips vs. Coffin-cheaters, 
MG
Quick and Efficient
SERVICE
CHUCK’S
TEXACO
543-4535
DINE OUT AT MING’S
WIDE VARIETY OF CHINESE 
AND AMERICAN FOODS
American and Chinese Dishes,
Only $1.00 Between Noon and 3 p.m.
SPECIAL Luncheon Menus 
SELECT From Over 8 Items
MING’S
1049 W. Central Ave. 9-9000
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leading scorer with a 9.7 average, 
tion. Johnston, whose outside 
shooting has improved greatly 
ing the kind of aggressive ball with 
which fans identify him. The 6-3 
Missoula product is averaging 7.9 
points a game.
At the other forward slot will be 
Mark Agather, a 6-5 sophomore 
from Libby. In recent games, Aga­
ther has been strong on the boards 
and done well offensively. Called 
by Nord as the team’s potentially 
best shooter, he has been connect­
ing well from the comers, as he 
did for the Cubs last season.
For reserve strength, coaches
Nord and Bob Cope can call on 
Steve Brown. It was against the 
Bobcats and Gillespie last year that 
Brown tallied 32 points and was 
subsequently named Big Sky play­
er of the week. Brown did a good 
job filling in for Parsons last 
weekend.
Also expected to see action are 
sophomore guard Dave Gustafson 
and sophomore center Tom Jones.
With both squads apparently 
prepared, the home court advan­
tage, comparative scores, etc. may 
be thrown away, for anything can 
and has happened in the Grizzly- 
Bobcat series.
MARSHALL
LEARN TO SKI! SKI
Ph. 258-6619 SCHOOL
REGISTER NOW FOR THE SECOND GROUP 
FIVE WEEK SERIES!
Starts Febuary 8 at 7:30 p.m.
F R E S H
COTTAGE
CHEESE
Enjoy Community 
Meadow Gold 
Dairy Products 
Every Day
COMMUNITY MEADOW GOLD
F T T T T T T T T r T T T T T T T T T T T T tr T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T m
T H
m i m r o
LOOK-
55 CHEVROLET, V-8, Stick, 4-Door, Pleat and Roll 
Upholstery, only $149.00
59 PLYMOUTH Wagon, Runs like a Champ. Go skiing 
with this one, only $149.00.
53 GMC, 4-speed pickup, good in snow, $299.00
58 CHEVROLET 4-door, drive and park anywhere, 
’ it’s nice, $299.00.
Go big with a 58 CADILLAC 4-door for only $399.00.
1959 FORD Galaxie 4-door hardtop, it’s pure as Driven 
Snow. $499.00.
WE HAVE SHOWERS AND GOERS,
1967-66-65-64 GTOs, 3 and 4 speed and automatics.
AT
OLNEY’S
VILLAGE CAR 
CENTER 
HWY. 93 SOUTH
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Jubs Entertained Soldiers, Traded Their Talent for Souvenirs,
By MARILYN PELO 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
When the Jubileers entertained 
American servicemen in the Ori­
ent, the members traded their tal­
ent and holiday vacations for arm- 
laods of souvenirs and kaleido­
scopes of memories, impressions, 
and experiences.
In two months, the 14 singers 
and their director, Joseph A. Mus­
sulman, UM associate professor of 
music, presented one television 
show and $9 performances on mili­
tary bases, at outposts, and in hos­
pitals.
The tour was preceeded by 
months of practice and a ten hour 
a week orientation program. They 
spent both Thanksgiving and 
Christmas with American service 
men.
ILLNESS WAS PROBLEM 
Mr. Mussulman said illness was 
the only problem the Jubileers en­
countered. Judy Stowe suffered 
from food poisoning after eating 
what she termed a “delightful 
shrimp dinner” in Tokyo. Don Col­
lins spent two weeks in a Tok­
yo hospital with mumps.
Mr. Mussulman said, “By the re­
ception lye received, it appeared 
our show was an unqualified suc­
cess.”
Nancy Senechal related a “typi­
cal” reception. The troupe per­
formed at a large theater in Oki­
nawa before an audience of men 
who were either enroute to or from 
Vietnam.
Miss Senechal said, “At the sight 
of the first girl, they started 
shrieking and applauding, throw­
ing their hats and whistling. We 
had to wait several minutes be­
fore starting the show.” 
HOSPITALŜ  VISITED 
The girls went into the audience 
to talk to the men and spent many 
hours visiting in hospitals. Mr.
Mussulman said this is an unusual 
practice for performers at mili­
tary installations.
According to the Jubileers, the 
morale of the men who had 
fought in Vietnam was extremely 
high. Miss Senechal commented 
that the men seemed determined 
to get their job done and many 
that she talked to had re-enlisted 
to return. She emphasized that the 
men felt no one could form a 
fair opinion about the war unless 
he had been there.
Miss Stowe said she met several 
boys from Montana, most of whom 
were stationed on Okinawa.
The Jubileers said they were 
treated well by most Orientals. 
Mr. Mussulman said communica­
tion was one of the problems in 
dealing with the people. He said 
Orientals coming to this country 
frequently have a working knowl­
edge of English. Visiting Ameri­
cans, and those who live in the 
Orient, often do not bother to learn 
the language, he said.
JAPANESE FRIENDLY 
Marcia Olson said the Japanese 
people were almost “too friendly.” 
Ryo Tashiro, a Japanese student 
who attended UM fall quarter and 
since has transferred to MSU, 
wrote his parents about the Ju­
bileers. Mr. and Mrs. Tashiro 
treated the Jubileers to a Sunday 
dinner in their home.
Miss Olson said, “It was exactly 
what you’d expect a traditional 
Japanese home to be like.”
Greg Devlin, Don Collins, and 
Edd Blacker encountered some 
hostile Philippinos when they were 
taken to a bar in a slum area of the 
city. The gate officer at the base 
had warned them not to go but a 
taxi driver took them there. They 
escaped harm with the aid of six 
U.S. servicemen.
Another problem the Jubileers
encountered was the Oriental driv­
er. Mr. Mussulman said they ap­
parently are only interested in 
speed and completely disregard 
traffic laws. He related an espe­
cially bad day on Okinawa when 
they left behind one guitar, three 
pairs of shoes, a bag of clothes, 
and Doug Dunnell.
BUS DROVE OFF
Mr. Mussulman said the bus 
driver drove off at top speed just 
as Dunnell was about to board the 
bus. No one missed Dunnell until 
someone wanted to play cards and 
recalled that Dunnell had the 
cards. Dunnell hailed a cab and or­
dered the driver to follow the bus. 
Having lost the bus in traffic, they 
followed the wrong bus for several 
miles. Dunnell finally took the taxi 
to the far end of the island to re­
join the group.
The Jubileers collected many 
souvenirs from the Orient, includ­
ing plaques of appreciation, 
“happy” coats, fans, and chop­
sticks. Some of the members 
picked up helmets with “civil en-
NOT TOO CLOSE 
Mars is 34,600,000 miles from the 
earth at its closest approach.
HOTTEST
PIZZA ANYWHERE
Sharief
Pizza Parlor Pizza Oven
1106 Bdwy. Hwy. 93 S.
543-7312 549-9417
gineer” written on them. They 
wore them touring and received 
many strange looks from passers- 
by, according to Devlin. They later 
learned that the protesters and the 
Japanese version of the American 
hippie wear the helmets much as 
the hippie sports his beads.
Among her souvenirs, Miss Se­
nechal received a thank-you note
►  TRY OUR SPECIAL
► “DATE-SHAKES”
[  EXTRA LARGE-IN TWO 
'  CONTAINERS-45c
► VILLAGE ICE CREAM
J STORE AND MALT SHOP 
1916 Brooks — Holiday Village
lAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*.*.*.
NEAL’S SHOE REPAIR
DOWNTOWN
“AT THE SIGN OF THE RED BOOT”
135 W. MAIN
Shoes Reconditioned for Any Occasion
Sport—Golf, baseball, bowling, fishing, dress, leather, 
rubber, neolite, crepe. Work—Vibram, cord, oil proofed 
Plus—Full lines of shoe-care needs.
written on a napkin from a soldier 
with both legs wounded.
UNION BUS 
TERMINAL
3 SCHEDULES TO 
SPOKANE $7.65
5 TO BUTTE $4.45 
DAILY
Fully-equipped buses 
for your convenience
CALL 549-2339
SHOP TODAY ’TIL 9 P.M___ USE YOUR CREDIT CARD . . .  JUST SAY “CHARGE IT!”
Special! the 
finest in modern 
listening pleasure
New-release records
were formerly $4.79 and $5.79
Now charge yours, just . .
3.74 - 4.84
Leer-Jet quality sound 8-track tape player. 
Nothing down, 10.50 per month_______ 119 95
Leer-Jet with precision pitch control . . . fast forward control in 8-track 
listening convenience. Pay nothing down, 10.50 per month . . . just 119.95!
Borg-Warner 8-track tape player. Nothing down, 10.50 per month .. .  119.95!
Audio-Stereo 4 and 8-track tape player with beautiful wood trim. Nothing 
down, 8.50 per month . . . 99.95!
Stereo tape cartridges were 5.98-6.98, now . . . 4.88 to 5.88
BOOKS AND RECORDS... mezzanine
WE REFUSE TO BE KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD!
SHOP BY MAIL OR PHONE . . . just dial 543-7211, ask for 
Mary Martin, Personal Shopper, for prompt, personal attention 
to your every shopping need; She’ll be glad you called!
The Sandpipers... 3.74
Choose from new-release records featuring the latest in 
modern sounds! Sounds you like! Select from Wes Mont­
gomery’s “A Day In the Life”, We Five “Make Someone 
Happy”, Herbie Mann’s “Glory of Love”, San Piper’s 
“Misty Rose”, Herb Alpert and “Ninth” or the Baja 
Marimba Band sound in ‘“Fowl Play”. A1 lof the finest 
quality! Buy now at these special low prices! Records 
were $4.79 each, now charge yours for just 3.74!
Baja Marimba Band. .. 3.74 Herb Alpert 3.74
MANN:!
We Five... 3.74 Herbie Mann 4.84 Wes Montgomery . . . 4.84
Leer-Jet precision sound 
in the finest 8-track player
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Censorship of News Around World Examined
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The fight against barriers to the 
free flow of news across interna­
tional frontiers throughout the 
world' suffered severe setbacks in 
1967 — most notably in the Mid­
dle East.
War and internal crisis or po­
litical instability, as usual, were 
the major justifications or un­
spoken reasons for tightened gov­
ernment censorship.
A survey by AP correspond­
ents overseas gave this picture of 
international obstacles to the free 
movement of information:
THE MIDDLE EAST
Censorship was a problem in 
both Israel and the Arab nations 
before the Arab-Israeli war in 
June and this intensified when the 
fighting broke out. Censorship is 
still more severe than in the pre­
war period.
In Israel, the official line for 
years has been that censorship is 
applied to military and security 
matters, but it sometimes is diffi­
cult to distinguish these from po­
litical stories.
In Egypt, military censorship 
has been added to the prewar 
civilian scrutiny.
No newsmen from the West
have been allowed in Syria since 
June.
Communist Nations
For the first time in many years, 
no correspondents were expelled 
from the Soviet Union during 
1967.
There were no known instances 
of unusual pressure on any for­
eign newsmen by the Soviet gov­
ernment.
No formal censorship of news 
stories exists, but the government 
is secretive and effectively cen­
sors news at the source.
Red China, a country beset by 
domestic turmoil through much 
of the year, withdrew further from 
the close scrutiny of interested 
outsiders by expelling corres­
pondents.
ASIA
The most serious setback to the 
free flow of news in non-Com- 
muist Asia occurred in India.
When a Hindu mob attacked the 
Chinese embassy in New Delhi 
last summer, all international 
communications .were shut down 
six hours.
When fresh fighting broke out 
along the Indian-Chinese border in 
the Himalayas in September, the 
Indian government barred all cor­
respondents, from front-line areas. 
A press tour was organized two 
weeks after fighting ended.
Burma and Cambodia as a rule 
barred U.S. reporters.
The South Vietnamese govern­
ment lifted official censorship of 
political news printed in the local 
press but continued to close news­
papers that displeased it and used 
other pressures to maintain some 
control.
During the year, several news 
bureaus read the wrath of the gov­
ernment in articles printed in the 
newspapers controlled by govern­
ment figures. Most noticeable was 
a tirade against Newsweek, which 
was banned from newsstands for 
a week in October.
WESTERN EUROPE
The major obstacles to press 
freedom in Western Europe oc­
curred in Portugal, Spain and 
Greece.
The military regime that seized 
power in Greece last April has 
clamped tight censorship on the 
domestic press.
The junta also attempted to im­
pose controls on news and pictures 
going abroad.
Spanish newspapers continued to 
operate under the press law
adopted in April, 1966. This abol­
ished dirept censorship and shifted 
the responsibility to publishers to 
avoid stories that might offend the 
regime.
Foreign correspondents operate 
without restriction.
Conditions are tougher in Portu­
gal, where ail domestic news me­
dia come under tight government 
censorship.
AFRICA
Practices among the African 
nations and among the white- 
ruled countries of southern Afri-
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con­
gress is going to work promptly 
on most of Pres. Johnson’s pro­
gram to improve the balance of 
payments — but it remains in no 
hurry to grapple with a tax in­
crease.
Before any tax decision is made, 
the eqonomy forces in the House 
want a long, detailed look at the 
new budget. Johnson described 
his budget Wednesday night as a 
tight one, with the $10.4-billion
ca vary widely.
In South Africa, no direct cen­
sorship exists, but the government 
has expelled correspondents to 
whom is objected.
Rhodesia, Britain’s rebellious 
colony, exercises no censorship on 
outgoing news.
LATIN AMERICA
Less restrictions on the press 
exist in Latin America, except in 
Haiti, where it is tightly con­
trolled, and Cuba, where the gov­
ernment manages all news me­
dia.
spending increase limited almost 
entirely to rising’ Vietnam costs 
and uncontrollable items like in­
terest and pension payments.
The House Ways and Means 
Committee will go ahead with a 
scheduled hearing Monday at 
which Secretary of the Treasury 
Henry H. Fowler, Budget Direc­
tor Charles L. Schultze and Fed­
eral Reserve Chairman William 
McC. Martin will once again plead 
the case for a 10 per cent income 
tax surcharge.
Congress To Work on Programs
COUPON DAYS
SKAGGS DRUG -  SENSATIONALLY PRICED ITEMS
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UM Art Show CONCERNING V Ski Club Will Provide Rides
Entry Blanks 
Being Mailed
Entry blanks for a graduate stu­
dent art show and competition at 
UM this spring are being sent to 
eligible students in 13 states and 
two Canadian provinces.
The contest, Graduate Drawing 
West, will take place March 25- 
April 12. It is open to graduate 
students enrolled in art in Mon­
tana, Idaho, Wyoming, North Da­
kota, South Dakota, Washington, 
Oregon, Utah, Nevada, California, 
New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, 
Alberta and British Columbia.
Richard Reinholtz, chairman of 
the UM art department, said the 
contest was conceived to provide 
inter-regional competition espe­
cially for the graduate student.
Michael Russo of the Portland 
Art Museum will judge the show.
Awards totaling more than $300 
will be presented, including a $100 
first prize.
Some entries will be selected for 
a traveling exhibition available to 
universities and colleges in the 
Northwest.
•  IFC formal rush will be next 
weekend. Men must register with 
Dean Cogswell and pay a $1 fee.
•  There will be a Red Cross 
blood drawing Thursday from 
noon to 6 p.m. at the Moose Hall, 
140 Pine St.
The drawing will not interfere 
with University blood drawings, 
since donors will remain eligible 
to give in April.
•  L.SA. retreat participants 
will leave from the Lutheran Cen­
ter at 5:30 tonight. Openings re­
main for the retreat.
•  Earl Ganz, associate professor 
of English, will read original po­
etry at 10 tonight in the Down­
stairs Coffee House. Earl Miller 
will play the harpsichord tomor­
row night at 9. Films will be 
shown both nights.
•  Knowles Hall residents will 
display art work Sunday from 2 
to 4 p.m. in the Knowles lounge. 
All University students are in­
vited.
•  The second floor residents of 
Jesse Hall are sponsoring a public 
coffee hour in the 11th floor Jesse 
lounge from 1 to 2 p.m. Sunday.
•  Today is the deadline for stu­
dent and faculty members of Phi
Kappa Phi to make reservations 
with Mrs. Emma Briscoe, WC207, 
for the initiation banquet Wednes­
day at 5:45 p.m.
•  Guest speakers from all ov­
er Montana will be on the UM 
campus tomorrow to participate in 
a one-day mathematics workshop 
sponsored by the Montana Coun­
cil of Teachers of Mathematics.
The speakers include grade 
school, high school and university 
math instructors as well as staff 
members from the State Depart­
ment of Public Instruction.
•  The Forestry Club Wednes­
day elected Dick Claunch as Chief 
Push for the 52nd Foresters’ Ball.
They also elected the follow­
ing class representatives: senior, 
Walter Briggs; junior, Edith Shire; 
sophomore, Mike Overbeck, and 
freshmen, Gordon Schofield.
•  The UM K-Dettes, Army 
ROTC auxiliary drill team, will 
travel to Bozeman this weekend 
to perform at the half-time of the 
Grizzly-Bobcat game tomorrow 
night.
•  The K-Dette bus for the 
MSU game at Bozeman will leave 
from the Lodge tomorrow at 11 
a.m.
PLACEMENT CENTER
Tuesday
•  Tacoma Public Schools will 
interview teacher candidates for 
the 1968-69 school year. There are 
openings for elementary, junior 
high and senior high school teach­
ers.
•  R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 
will interview seniors in business 
and economics.
Wednesday
•  The Internal Revenue Service
C L A S S I F I E D  ADS
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding 
publication
Each line (5 words average)
first insertion---------- -----------*0#
Each consecutive insertion----------10#
If errors are made in advertisement. 
Immediate notice must be given the 
publishers since we are responsible 
for only one Incorrect insertion. 
PHONE 243-4932
4. IRONING
will interview seniors in business, 
arts and sciences and law. Posi­
tions open are tax technician, rev­
enue officer, special agent, estate 
tax examiner and revenue agent.
Wednesday and Thursday
•  Weyerhaeuser Co. will inter­
view juniors in forestry for sum­
mer work. Seniors in business and 
forestry may apply for positions 
in sales, production, forestry and 
accounting.
Thursday
•  The University of Oregon Col­
lege of Business Administration 
will interview graduate and under­
graduate business majors for ov­
erseas -programs.
Thursday and Friday
•  Great' Falls Public Schools 
will interview teacher candidates.
Missoula Group 
To Pave UM Lot
•  The UM radio-television de­
partment, which plans to sponsor 
a workshop open to all UM stu­
dents, will conduct an organiza­
tional meeting next Thursday at 
1 p.m. in J309. The workshop is 
designed to teach students how 
to operate equipment and to pro­
duce their own shows.
•  Forty UM business and eco­
nomics students will attend the 
1 2 th annual Business Management 
Clinic in Butte Monday and Tues­
day.
The clinic, sponsored by the 
Montana Power Company in con­
junction with UM, gives students 
a preview of corporate manage­
ment and explains the role of 
Montana Power in the economy 
of Montana.
•  Group leader applications are. 
available at the Lodge desk. Stu­
dents may apply for freshman and 
transfer group leaders. The dead­
line for returning applications is 
March 1.
CALLING V
I’LL IRON men’s shirts, 15 cents; pants, 
20 cents. Phone 549-0539 or come to 119
5. 5th E., Apt. B. 47-tfc
6. TYPING
TYPING. 243-4122. 46-4c
TYPING. Former corporate secretary.
9-6704._____________  42-tfc
RUSH TYPING. 549-8074. 42-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Don Berg, 240 Dearborn.
543-4109.__________________ 3-tfc
TYPING. 543-8733.___________41-tfc
TYPING. FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERI­
ENCED. 549-5236.___________ 41-tfC
10. TRANSPORTATION 
NEED RIDE from University to Ban- 
croft, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday at 4 p.m. Call 549-5366. 48-2c
17. CLOTHING
WILL DO ALTERATIONS, years of 
experience. Specialize Univ. women s 
and men’s clothing. Call 543-8184. 11-tfc 
EXCELLENT alterations, 3 blocks from 
campus. Call 549-0810. ____ 7-tfc
18. MISCELLANEOUS 
WANTED FREE: Postage stamps, scenic 
pictures (calendars, etc.), P. O. Box 334, 
Butte.__________________  42-tfc
*L FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom, full basement, 
attached garage, wall to wall carpet. 
University district. Call 542-2517 after 
5 pm. 47-5c
MUST SELL: ’62 Valiant, 2-dpor, 6- 
cyUnder, standard, 32,000 miles. 543- 
3002. 47-tfc
LANGE SKI BOOTS. 11 narrow, $100. 
New, used once, sacrifice for $80. 9-0174
or 243-2653.________________ 46-4c
AUTOMATIC WASHER, Frlgidalre, ex­
cellent condition, $50. 9-3262 after Span. 
or weekend. 42-8c
T.V.'s, new and used. Stereos, tape re­
corders, radios, guitars. Sales and guar­
anteed service, Koskl T.V., 541 So. Hlg-. 
gins Ave. 41-tfc
HAND MADE Austrian Rogg ski boots, 
size 11-llft, new last spring, $30. Down­
hill racing skis, 220 Kastle woods, new
this season. $45. 542-2747.______ 48-2c
FOMOCO TACHOMETER, 0-6,000
R-P.M., 9-6793 after 5 p.m._____ 48-2c
1955 CHEVY. 6-cylinder, needs some 
work, $125 or make offer. 549-5887 or 
243-2793. Ask for Ron. 49-5c
SKYDIVERS. 28-foot, double “T” para­
chute, jumped 9 times, $50. Phone 
2-2622 after 6 pm.__________ 49-4c
22. FOR RENT
WARM, COMFORTABLE. DISTINC­
TIVE 3-bedroom duplex, $165. One 
block from campus, no pre-high school 
children or pets. Phone 549-3885. 40-tfc 
FURNISHED two bedroom basement
apartment, 542-0070.__________ 46-4c
TWO BEDROOM furnished duplex nearHoliday Village. 543-7008.______ 46-4c
ROOM FOR TWO University men, 430
So. 6th E._________________ 48-2c
NICE APARTMENT, heat furnished. 
510 Alder St. 49-lc
Associated Asphalt, Inc., Mis­
soula, with a bid of $24,455, re­
ceived a contract Wednesday to 
pave and provide drainage for the 
parking lot south of Elrod Hall.
This is the first phase of a 
$200,000 improvement project.
The contract-calls for the 30-day 
project to get under way as soon 
as weather permits.
L a a s Construction, Kalispell, 
was the second low bidder at $29,- 
800. Other bidders were Nichol­
son Construction and N. L. Ger- 
rick Construction, both of Mis­
soula.
Improvement p ro j ec t funds  
come from automobile registration 
fees, which total about $28,000.
PROLIFIC PLANTS 
One American ragweed plant can 
produce about eight billion pollen 
grains in as little as five hours.
TODAY
Intervarsity Christian Fellow­
ship Bible Study, 7:30 p.m., Lu­
theran Center.
MONDAY
AWS, 4:15 p.m., Territorial
Rooms, Lodge.
Baha’i Meeting, 8 p.m., LA 249.
V T Y T T V T Y T V T Y T T T T Y Y T Y T T T a
•China Cabinet__________ 40.00̂
[T.V.-Stereo-Radio Combo __
.Zig-Zag Sewing Machine __  50.00̂
•Desks____________ 8.00 & upJ
[Miss Chairs_________1.00 & up4
.Trash Burner __________ $20.00 a
"Clean Baby Items_____ 50c & up-d
[Dining Room Sets___  30.00 & up^
•Stow-a-way Bed (New) ____ 39.95̂
Ask Us About Used Carpet. 
BROADWAY WEST 
[ USED FURNITURE
[ Across from Wright Lumber 
► Hiway 10 W. 549-3461
►
►
: THE PIZZA MOBILE LIVES
►
► to bring steaming, 200-degree
►
► pizzas to your door. . FAST!
►
\ HOWARD’S PIZZA ►
► 1947 South Avenue — Phone 542-2011
►►
*a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
To Ski Weekend At Whitefish
Students who need rides to Big 
Mountain either today or tomor­
row for Ski Weekend should re­
port to the Ski Club table in the 
Lodge.
Ken Bennington, Ski Club presi­
dent, asked that students with ex­
tra room in their cars notify the 
Ski Club. He said students will be 
paid $2 for each passenger' as­
signed to their cars. Using private 
vehicles permits several departure 
times today, Bennington said.
Ski Weekend, a chaperoned 
event sponsored by Ski Club, is 
open only to UM students. Ticket 
sales end at noon today.
Cost of the tickets is $22, which 
includes meals tomorrow and Sun­
day, lodging to^ay and tomorrow 
night and lift passes tomorrow 
and Sunday. Night skiing tomor­
row will cost an additional 75 
cents.
UM Ski Club memberships are 
on sale for $2.50. The membership 
entitles the holder to a discount 
on lift rates and skiing lessons 
throughout the Northern Division, 
which includes Montana, Idaho and 
part of Wyoming.
The Place to Get 
Your -Sunday 
Night Snack
is . . .
H A N S E N ’ S 
Ice Cream Store 
519 South Higgins
YARN SALE
ONE GROUP SWEATER 
KITS FOR MEN, WOMEN 
AND CHILDREN 
20% OFF
THE SPINNING WHEEL
YARN SHOP
Holiday Village — In the Mall
RUDY’S NEWS
•  KEYNES’ “GENERAL THEORY” . . . 2.95
•  TURABIAN’S “MANUAL FOR WRITERS”
•  HANSEN’S “A GUIDE TO KEYNES”
•  GOLDMAN’S “RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY”
PAPEBBOUND BOOKS AT POPULAR PRICES!
GOOD READING AT RUDY’S
329 North Higgins Ave.
Catering Service
In the U of M Lodge
IS AVAILABLE TO ANY 
UNIVERSITY-SPONSORED GROUP
FOR
•  COFFEES •  DESSERTS •  BANQUETS 
•  TEAS •  LUNCHEONS 
•  DINNER DANCES
For 10 to 650 Persons!
Banquet Prices From $2 Per Plate
Call Ed Niethold
University Food 
Service Office
Phone 243-4332
CALL ON US FOR ANY TYPE OF 
CATERING SERVICE!
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Four UM Students Sold
Cards, Shirts9 Buttons, 
Posters at Graffiti Well
A new business opened in Mis­
soula, did its thing, and closed in 
three months.
The Graffiti Well opened the 
first week of school fall quarter 
and closed during Christmas vaca­
tion. During its operation it ex­
perienced a police raid and accom­
plished its purpose, which was to 
earn money to operate a similar 
business in West Yellowstone next 
summer.
The Graffiti Well was not an
ordinary store. Instead of selling 
clothing, furniture, books, or cos­
metics, the Graffini Well’s line of 
merchandise included posters, but­
tons, contemporary cards, plaques, 
sweatshirts and T-shirts printed by 
one of the store managers.
The Well was in the basement of 
the Missoula Hotel. Posters lined 
the walls, plaques and poster cards 
were displayed on racks and art 
work by UM students was dis­
played randomly throughout the 
two crowded rooms.
Keating Explains Radical Philosophy
By MIKE CUFFE 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
Edward Keating, founder, ex­
publisher and ex-editor in chief of 
Ramparts magazine commented, “I 
was Ramparts until we got into a 
big hassle about new mbney. I 
founded it and built it. Then we 
got into a fight over new financing 
procedures and we broke —-termi­
nated,” in a Montana Kaimin in­
terview this week.
Ramparts, best known for its 
article exposing Central Intelli­
gence Agency involvement in the 
National Student Association, pub­
lished its first issue in May 1962.
Before the 42-year-old Keating 
founded the magazine he was a 
lawyer and real estate developer. 
He is now vacationing and lectur­
ing. He spoke at UM Tuesday 
about “A Radicals View of Ameri­
ca.”
He was recently defeated in a 
California Democratic primary 
election. He says thousands of his 
votes went to defeat Shirley Tem­
ple Black. He is married, has six 
children, is a Roman Catholic and 
a “reluctant Democrat.”
He expressed the following views 
in the interview.
Q. Are you now associated with 
Ramparts?
A. No, I’m not in any way. I 
terminated my relationship with 
Ramparts about May of last year.
Q. Here is a quote from Time 
magazine—
A. It is undoubtedly incorrect.
Q. (Continuing) “Made up with 
zip and full of color photos, Ram­
parts avoids the drab look of most 
leftist magazines. And no other 
left-wing publication in the United 
States pursues shock more relent­
lessly or plays around more with 
fact.” Do you think this accurately 
describes Ramparts?
A. I think it’s a lot of bull----- .
I think one of the most shocking 
magazines in the United States to­
day is Time, because of the way it 
plays with the facts.
It is one of the most distorted, 
inaccurate, propagandists, opin­
ionated, non-news magazines in 
the United States. It’s just slightly 
worse than Newsweek, and News­
week is second best. You’d think 
they’d try harder.
Q. Was Ramparts originally ad­
vertised as published by “dynamic 
Catholic laymen?”
A. Certainly it was. I don’t know 
whether it was advertised that 
way, but I love that phrase. Yes it 
is very appropriate.
Q. An editorial in America 
magazine in 1965 read: “Ramparts 
has now dropped all claim to be 
Catholic and is directed by a 
protestant, a Jew and Keating.” Is 
this correct?
A. At the time it was fairly cor­
rect, but I find this completely ir­
relevant. These characters at 
America like to think of themselves 
as Catholic and I don’t think 
they’re very Catholic at all.
I haven’t read America for years 
because it’s a real schlock maga­
zine. But I’ve read enough of 
America over the years to recog­
nize it as being, if at all Catholic, 
I would say this — it is not Chris- 
tion in its editorial perspective and 
the view that they have of man in 
the world. And particularly in spch 
things as war and races and pov­
erty, and the speciality of the Ro­
man Catholic Church and the sit­
uation of the Jews in the world.
I don't think they’re very Chris­
tian. So what is a Catholic maga­
zine, what is a Christian magazine, 
does it have to be implicitly or ex­
plicitly Catholic or otherwise? Do 
all roads have to lead to Rome? 
And if you look at the average so- 
called Catholic magazine to distill 
the pietistic claptrap where we 
have thinly disguised sermons that 
pose as short stories and poems 
and they just love those deathbed 
conversions. They prove to- the 
world without a shadow of doubt 
that the only true faith, is the Ro­
man Catholic, which is a lot of 
hogwash.
Q. The same source said: “Ram­
parts finds ‘considerable merit’ in 
the suggestion that the motion pic­
ture industry sue the Catholic 
Church for acting in restraint of 
trade—violation of federal law.’ ”
A. I’ve forgotten what the movie 
was, what the story was, this was 
back several years. I can’t remem­
ber the things, but this was more 
of a lampoon than anything else 
because at that time they had the 
Legion of Decency and like the de­
partments in the Roman Catholic 
structure, they take themselves so 
deadly seriously, and they have no 
sense of humor. They are just 
dry, wizened up old men.
They just don’t like the voice of 
young people, whether it’s the 
voice of Ramparts or me — I still 
consider myself young, or whether 
it’s Commonweal or the National 
Catholic Reporter, or whether it’s 
any other magazine. I'd just love 
to see them reading, such things 
as L. A. Free Press and the under­
ground newspapers. They’d just 
climb the walls. They have no un­
derstanding what it’s all about. 
They have no conception of what 
the young people are trying to say 
and what they are saying very 
elegantly. You’ve cited now Time 
magazine and America magazine, 
and I couldn’t think of two more 
worthless sources of comment.
Q. According to . a local priest, 
Ramparts has no official standing 
with the Catholic Church and has 
not asked for it. Is this correct?
That’s absolutely true. There’s no 
such thing as any publication hav­
ing official standing. This is the 
way their petty minds work. 
L’Osservatore Romano, or what­
ever in hell it is called, is not an 
official organ of the church and 
neither is America. Although the 
Jesuits like to think of themselves 
as being the official organ of all 
things Catholic and therefore all 
things good. For a priest to make a 
stupid statement like that just re­
veals his ignorance. ,
Q. You were quoted in a Time 
magazine article almost two years 
ago as follows: “When we started 
out we were a Catholic publication 
defending Christianity. Now we 
seem to be attacking just about 
everything.” Why did the policy 
change?
A. That is a total mis-quote. I 
never said a thing like that. The 
reason I know I never made that 
statement is because it’s not my 
style. It’s not my language. I 
wouldn’t phrase it that way. And
these cats get you on an interview 
for an hour or so, and come up 
with the most amazing things. 
They come up with non-quotes. I 
remember about a year ago—Time 
did a piece. They wanted a hatchet 
job. The guy who did it for them 
out in San Francisco is a real nice 
guy, great fan of the magazine and 
we got along famously. When we 
were finished and the article ap­
peared there were two quotes at­
tributed to me, which quotes I did 
not make. Several days later I 
ran into him in a restaurant. He got 
up. He was embarassed as hell 
and didn’t know what to say. I said 
now look, you know I didn’t say 
those things. He said I know you 
didn’t, and as a matter of fact I 
called the home office and read the 
riot act to them.
Q. Was there ever any change in 
Ramparts policy?
A. No, if you were to follow 
Ramparts all through the years 
starting with May of ’62 right up 
to now you would never see in 
any issue where there was any 
marked changed in editorial poli­
cy-. There was always a slow 
.evolution of policy and subject 
matter to be treated.
At this point Mr. Keating ex­
plained the latent content of Ram­
parts, essentially the concern it has 
always had with the individual, 
breaking down the barriers be­
tween people, has remained con­
stant. However, the latent content 
may manifest itself in many ways.
Q. As you made this change you 
increased in circulation. Is this 
correct?
A. That is not entirely an ac­
curate statement because it is an 
incomplete statement. One of the 
big things we had going against 
us in the beginning was the fact 
that we came out only five times 
a year. We felt that we needed 
more exposure. And that’s when 
we began to develop our gross. It 
was not just a shift in policy. It 
was a whole combination of factors. 
Also at that time we began spend­
ing a great deal of money on pro­
motion.
Then Mr. Keating said he would 
(Continued on Page 10)
“Graffiti” is a term for risque 
inscriptions in public places, such 
as restroom walls, subway walls, 
and fences. The store was called a 
“well” because of its basement lo­
cation.
It was operated by three UM 
students, Gene Presser, Terry An­
derson, and Bob Bragg, and was a 
continuation of a store Presser had 
managed with two other men in 
West Yellowstone last summer. 
One of Presser’s partners last sum­
mer is currently a law student at 
UM, but must remain unidentifed.
Money for Summer
Presser and his partners decided 
to bring the business to Missoula 
because of its success in West Yel­
lowstone and to pay for store oper­
ations next summer.
Bragg and Anderson were asked 
to help manage the Missoula busi­
ness because the law student could 
not work and the other partner at­
tends school out of state.
At the end of the summer, the 
law student came to Missoula to 
locate a shop for their business. He 
tried to find a place close to the 
University, but found it too expen­
sive. After he found the present 
location, he obtained a business 
license from City Hall. Though his 
name was on the license, he had no 
other involvement with the store’s 
operations. The license was for six 
months, because th^y opened with 
the intention of closing at Christ­
mas. Having the law student’s 
name on the license was their big­
gest problem, according to Presser. 
He said because this student was in 
Law School, the business was ob­
ligated to him to stay out of trouble 
with the police.
Lockridge Visits
Three days after the Graffiti 
Well opened, it was visited by De­
tective Capt. Dean Lockridge of the 
Missoula Police Force. Capt. Lock­
ridge said he had received a com­
plaint from a mother whose son 
had allegedly bought an obscene 
button in the store.
Mr. Lockridge bought three but­
tons to use as evidence against the 
managers. The buttons said “Your 
Ass,” “Folk You,” -and "F*ck You,” 
The “Folk You” button was the 
one the boy supposedly bought.
According to Bragg, no one had 
sold a button to anyone but college 
students, and when they took in- 
continued on Page 10)
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Keating Wants Withdrawal From War
(Continued From Page 9) 
rather answer questions more per­
tinent to the times than just Ram­
parts policies.
Q. Has Ramparts policy changed 
since yon left?
A. I don’t know. I don’t read 
Ramparts anymore. I only get it in 
order to look up the ads to see how 
it’s doing financially.
Q. Would you define the New 
Left as opposed to the Right and 
the Old Left?
A. How much time do you have 
—three hours? I’ll try and give you 
a fairly succinct answer as I view 
it. A little while ago I used the 
expression manifest and latent con­
tent in terms of editorial policy. It’s 
very difficult when you see the 
various types that are labelled New 
Left, such as political activists, hip­
pies, neolists, people who still try 
to work within the conventional 
political system, those who work 
on a community basis and those 
who opted out. That’s the mani­
fest content.
Now the latent content that 
seems to bind all of us together is, 
particularly on the part of young 
people, saying no to all of the di­
lapidated and morally corrupt 
bourgeois values our society has 
handed down to these young peo­
ple. A society that sees as the only 
God and the only religion—money. 
They see 22 million people op­
pressed every minute of their lives. 
Where they see us engaged in for­
eign ventures against small unde­
fended peoples. And they say no. 
They also witness, and very clear­
ly, I mean they have a vision that 
is astounding, they see this afflu­
ent society which should be the 
best of the world as the most mis­
erable of the world with the in­
credible consumption of drugs, 
tranquilizers, sleeping pills and pep 
pills, alcohol, and cigarettes. The 
interesting thing about this whole 
matter is the situation concerning 
marijuana, for example.
Q. Where did the term New Left 
originate?
A. I think from its detractors. 
The Old Left was more interested 
in changing institutions and mem­
bers followed pretty much the 
Marxist line if you change the 
means of production. Theirs is a 
more economic outlook. Another 
thing about the Old Left, they’d be 
perfectly willing to resort to vio­
lence. From my perspective, what 
distinguishes the New Left from 
the Old Left is that the New Left 
is not the slightest bit interested in 
institutions. As a matter of fact
they by and large turn their backs 
on them. And also, as a hallmark 
of this whole new development is 
the non-violent aspect of it. Be­
cause they’ve seen what violence 
has done in the past, where it’s 
lead us to the evil destruction.
Q. Would you explain the New 
Left philosophy of cooperation 
which you touched on in an article 
you wrote for Saturday Review?
A. Our society is based on a 
very, very primitive competition— 
my success in school depends upon 
your failure, my success in busi­
ness depends on your failure. And 
so it has become pretty much a 
dog-eat-dog proposition domes­
tically and in international affairs.
We’ve raised the bugaboo of 
Communism and really what we’re 
after is world markets so we can 
make bigger profits. This again is 
sort of a blind alley because look 
where it has gotten us. It has real­
ly gotten us in a bind. At least in 
my perspective the solution is to 
get rid of this competition and go 
into cooperation. You can take the 
old Marxist concept: from each ac­
cording to his abilities and to each 
according to his needs, which hap­
pens to be very Christian, too, at 
least in the early days of Chris­
tianity. And we are glutted with 
things, we just don’t need them, 
and if we don’t need them, why 
not just spread them around a lit­
tle bit.
Q. In this same article in 1966, 
you said that we can’t de-escalate 
the Vietnam war in a day, but that 
we should start to. This fall you 
supported a proposition calling for 
an immediate withdrawal. Is this 
correct?
A. Part and -part. The proposi­
tion was unfortunate in its precise 
language, but I supported the thing 
in principle. . . .
Q. Do you mean that we should 
have an immediate start to with­
draw?
A. Yes.
Q. What is your stand on com­
munism?
A. We like to think, in this 
country, and wq are the most para­
noid country, in very monolithic 
terms about expansionist, aggres­
sive communists, and the danger 
of the United States being taken 
over by. the communists whoever 
they are. Any world movement 
that is to the left of center almost 
immediately becomes tagged by 
our administration as communistic 
take-over. The world leftist in our 
lexicon has a very ugly meaning. 
I say all this in advance of my an­
swer, which is that we’ve allowed
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ourselves to get caught up in this 
hysteria and for over 20 years 
we’ve been in the process of fight­
ing the cold war. But we’ve been 
fighting the wrong war against the 
wrong enemy with the wrong 
weapons. Communism is not the 
enemy of man. Poverty and ignor­
ance and disease and oppression 
are.
' Q. How would you cope with 
racial discrimination?
A. Americans think they can get 
out of jams easily. There is no 
Negro problem, there is a white 
problem. Racism has been bred in­
to us like a deadly virus. We are 
racists, all of us to varying de­
grees. The human being should be 
the important thing, and the pig­
mentation of the skin should be no 
more important than the color of 
my tie.
Q. In 1966 you and at least two 
Ramparts editors ran for Califor-
Congress. All received middle per­
centages of the vote, but lost. You 
predicted in an article titled “The 
New Left” the next time you would 
reach more people and gain a sig­
nificant seat in Congress. Yet you 
were soundly defeated in the Cali­
fornia primary election the past 
fall. What happened?
A. I am working on a new book. 
That article will be reprinted in it, 
followed by “The New Left, Sec­
ond and Third Thoughts.” I ex­
perienced an accident of politics as 
Nelson Rockefeller did in 1964. I’m 
convinced he would have won in a 
presidential primary in California 
if his second wife had not given 
birth to a baby just at that time. 
It reopened old wounds of his di­
vorce and he lost.
The big fear in my district was 
that Shirley Temple Black would 
win the Republican nomination. 
She agreed to a debate with Demo-
Graffiti Well Sold Sweatshirts
(Continued From Page 9) 
ventory on the buttons no “Folk 
You” buttons had been sold.
Because of the law student’s 
name on the license, however, the 
managers agreed to quit selling the 
buttons, which Capt. Lockridge de­
scribed as “lewd," if charges would 
not be pressed.
They also agreed to quit selling 
posters of semi-nudes and the 
Hells Angels which Capt. Lock­
ridge found objectionable.
Presser said because of the law 
student’s involvement they also 
could not sell sweatshirts which 
many people had ordered at the 
risk of being charged with obsceni­
ty.
He said if the student’s name had 
not been on the business license, he 
and the other managers would 
have continued the sale of buttons 
and posters and would have print­
ed requested sweatshirts.
Buttons were Attraction
Presser said for the first few 
days buttons were the biggest at­
traction. Many people were inter­
ested especially in the button after 
word of the raid had spread. How­
ever, when people heard buttons 
were no longer for sale, business 
decreased.
Bragg said other than the police 
raid, business ran smoothly. The 
largest part of the Graffiti Well’s 
business was the sweatshirt sales,
especially to fraternities and soror­
ities. The Well used a new screen­
ing method for printing shirts 
which is kept secret to avoid com­
petition. It is less expensive and 
time consuming than older me­
thods. The Graffiti Well is the 
third business in the West to use 
this process, which the managers 
learned from two Nebraska college 
students.
Well Closed
The Graffiti Well closed at 
Christmas when it had earned 
enough money for summer opera­
tions in West Yellowstone. Bragg 
says he will continue to print 
sweatshirts. At present he is look­
ing for a place to set up business.
Presser said though the store did 
accomplish its purpose, it was frus­
trating to operate because he could 
not sell the things he wanted. He 
said he enjoyed running the store 
in West Yellowstone much more 
than the one here because “West 
Yellowstone is out of the purity 
belt which encompasses Missoula.”
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Students Split About Marijuana Legislation
By ANN SPRAGUE 
Montana Kalinin Staff Writer 
UM students, both for and 
against the legalization of mari­
juana, said punishment for using 
it should be eased and the laws 
changed or clarified in a Montana 
Kaimin poll this week.
Opinions of 40 students inter­
viewed about marijuana legaliza­
tion were divided equally. Eight­
een students said the favored le­
galization, 19 were against legali- 
ization and four were undecided.
Charlie Wilbur, junior, said 
“Marijuana should not* be legal­
ized. Taking marijuana can be 
harmful, but I think it should be 
made a misdemeanor, not a felony. 
Using marijuana is not that seri­
ous, and the effects are not bad 
enough to consider its use a felony.
“The present law is ridiculous,” 
according to junior, Ken Benning­
ton. He said the penalty is much 
too great for the crime. Most laws 
concerning alcohol and marijuana 
do not curb the use of either; they 
drive people underground making 
criminals of otherwise decent citi­
zens. Marijuana laws are irrational 
because the convicted person will 
always have a police record, he 
said.
Tom White, sophomore, said, “if
Flemish Students 
Ransack Offices
BRUSSELS, Belguim (AP) — 
Flemish students at the Roman 
■Catholic University of Louvain 
ransacked university offices this 
week in protest against a decision 
to continue teaching the French 
language despite Flemish opposi­
tion. They burned university fur­
niture in the streets before police 
intervened.
CLOTHING A BIG ITEM 
Latest government figures show 
that the average U.S. family spends 
19.9 per cent of its income on 
clothing.
you want to escape reality you can 
use alcohol. Marijuana is just for 
one thing and why go out of your 
mind all the time? You’re just a 
menace to yourself. The laws need 
to be clarified, because marijuana 
is not as harmful as other drugs, so 
you’re not a narcotics addict.
OPINIONS DIFFER 
The student’s opinions differed 
as to the effects of marijuana.
Bill Schaffer, sophomore, said, 
“I think marijuana should be le­
galized because of a Harvard 
friend of mine who has studied 
marijuana, the drug symposium I 
attended, and several articles I 
have read proved to me it is not 
harmful. Alcohol is probably more 
dangerous than marijuana, and un­
til science can prove marijuana is 
dangerous, I think it is fine for the 
people who want to use it.”
“I believe marijuana is astep to­
ward drug addiction, because of 
a weakening of the mind and the 
power to resist. I just wonder if 
people realize that marijuana is 
mentally habit-forming. It’s not a 
physical addiction, it’s an addiction 
in the mind,” Bruce Brown, a sen­
ior said.
LAWS LEAD TO CRIME 
Sherry Kincheloe, a junior, said 
she favored legalization because 
the laws lead to many crimes. She
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said people are making a living 
selling illegal marijuana.
“It is not harmful to health and 
it is non-addictive, so I don’t see 
any reason why it should be il­
legal,” she said.
Most students who favored leg­
alization of marijuana said there 
should be some age restriction for 
its use.
AGE RESTRICTION 
Ken Smith, senior, said, “There 
is no reason why it should be il­
legal. There should be an age lim­
it, but not necessarily 21, maybe 
15 or 18. Marijuana is not harmful. 
Taking marijuana should be an 
individual decision. There should 
be no punishment for taking it, 
any more than there is for day­
dreaming.”
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John Stratman, senior, said, “I 
believe marijuana should be legal­
ized with an age restriction of 21. 
Socially, people are considered ma­
ture enough at 21 to drink, I think 
they should be able to handle mari­
juana the same as alcohol. If it is 
legalized, it will certainly become 
an accepted feature of society. Per­
haps legalization with the age re­
striction will prevent the use of 
marijuana by less responsible per­
sons.
Several students said the public 
did not know enough of the facts 
about marijuana, and suggested a 
high school program to educate 
students.
BUI Stricklin, sophomore, said 
“If it is proved to be non-habit 
forming it should be legalized. The 
public needs more general infor­
mation about the effects of mari­
juana, he said, and about the dif­
ferences in effect between mari­
juana and alcohol.
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Asian Influenza Strikes Students Across U.S.
By MARK THOMPSON 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
In several parts of the country, 
Asian flu is sending students in a 
feverish rush to their beds.
The strange recurring virus dis­
ease has appeared throughout 22 
states this winter in disturbing but 
not epidemic proportions according 
to Dr. A. E. Eikeland of the U.S. 
Public Health Service laboratories 
in Hamilton.
CAN BE DEADLY 
Dr. Eikeland said, in an interview 
last week, influenza has only been 
known as such since 1933 when it 
was first isolated in England. Since 
its discovery, it has been found in­
fluenza has the unique ability to 
change its antigenic make-up and* 
to continue to infect as a new 
strain of the original virus.
The major or original strains of 
the flu have been labeled A1 and 
A2. A2 is the virus which swept
CM WRESTLERS—Bernie Olson 
(bottom) and Tom Copper go 
through their paces in prepara­
tion for their next meet. Olsen 
seems intent on crushing Copper 
who is not enjoying his position. 
(Montana Kaimin Photos by Ron 
Lenn)
out of China in 1957 and is 
Asian flu. These two major forms 
recur once every 10 to 15 years 
producing serious outbreaks of the 
disease.
Dr. Eikeland said as many as 
25,000 to 50,000 deaths resulting 
from influenza can be expected in 
America during such an epidemic.
However, the major strains of 
the virus also give rise to less se­
vere forms which recur every 3 to 
5 years. The flu outbreaks in these 
years are more mild and this is the 
type of infection which has hit the 
U.S. this winter.
Inoculation against influenza is
possible, but is not recommended 
for the general public. Dr. Eikeland 
gave two reasons for this. First, 
the immunity is short lived, last­
ing only six or eight months, and 
second, there is a chance of receiv­
ing the illness-from the inoculation.
It is derived from influenza-in­
fected chicken embryos which are 
purified, dried and ground into a 
powder containing the inactive vi­
rus. When the powder is mixed 
with a liquid to produce serum, it 
contains a large quantity of the 
virus. If it is administered to a 
person who has extremely low re­
sistance, it might produce the ef­
HEAVYWEIGHTS — Rod Lung, 
(left) and Bill Gilboe tangle them­
selves like pretzels to stay in shape 
for their grueling chore.
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fects which it might have pre­
vented.
USE HINDERED
Disagreements about administer­
ing the immunizing virus have al­
so hindered its widespread use. Dr. 
Eikeland said some doctors and 
manufacturers of the serum believe 
the virus inoculation is most ef­
fective when.mived in mineral oil 
yet others believe it may be harm­
ful to inject mineral oil. into the 
bloodstream.
For better or worse, flu im­
munization commonly is recom­
mended only for the very old, for 
pregnant women and for persons 
such as those with heart ailments.
Secondary infections rather than 
the general malaise of influenza it­
self are most harmful to these peo­
ple. The virus enters the respira­
tory system, infects its mucus 
membrane or lining and leaves it 
susceptable to infections by staph- 
lococcus and streptococcus bac­
teria. Deaths resulting from pneu­
monia are common among “high 
risk" flu sufferers.
It is unknown why influenza is 
primarily a winter disease. Dr. 
Eikeland said part of the answer 
is probably that cold air tends to 
dry the mucus membranes ren­
dering nonresistant to infection.
SPREADS BEAUTIFULLY
Dr. Eikeland said, "influenza 
spreads beautifully on college cam­
puses.” But on this campus Dr. 
Robert Curry, director of the stu­
dent health service, said there has 
not been an alarming number of 
flu cases this winter. He said a ma­
jor outbreak might occur in March.
Dr. Curry said the best preven­
tion of the flu is for students to 
sleep extra hours if they begin to 
feel any of the general symptoms 
of the flu which are general aches, 
fatigue and feverishness followed 
by pain just beneath the breast­
bone.
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►
►  ^  
SnAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAl
KOMMEN 
SIE ZUM 
HEIDELHAUS
Kontinentale
Frohlichkeit
Essen beim Gemutlichen Kamin 
16 Uhr - 22 Uhr
Heidelhaus Mittagessen 
Ab 11 Uhr Serviert
16 Sorten Van Pizza
—Auf Wunsch 
Bestellungen 
ZumMitncehmen—
MEET THE GIRLS 
THIS AFTERNOON
TGIF PARTY—4 TO 6
THE GIRLS WILL PLAY
5 TO 6
50* COVER CHARGE
THE SVELTS
PLAYING TONIGHT
9 TO 2
12 — MONTANA KAIMIN irk Fri.. Jan. 19, 1968
